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ABSTRACT: Modern communication and data transaction technologies offered good solutions to important problems
appeared in human modern life. Several researches tried to find solutions to the building remote control, monitoring and
alarming system using the modern technology. Many of them proposed methods to solve these problems. However, these
solutions created new problems regarding security and reliability efficiency. In this work, a method to solve the security and
reliability for a building remote control, monitoring and alarm system will be proposed.
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1. Introduction

Secrecy of information is being considered as a high priority issue since the ancient world. The information that contains
messages has two cases of secrecy weaknesses; storage or saving of the message, and message transfer. From the ancient
world, human faced a big deal to hide the transferred message from source to destination. Initially, focal messages were very
power full, but it has many limitations and costs much more. In fact, not all focal messages are possible to be transmitted. This
depends on many factors, including find the message holder people which is considered to be very danger issues and needs
special treatment. Also, the transfer of human is costing much more that transferring of written message which is possible to be
attached with many different methodologies.

The security of the message was raised from the importance and secrecy of the data that included in that message. So, the earlier
human methodologies was very simple and based on hiding the message either by the use of vocal messages or by putting the
paper that the messages was written on into a very secure location.

In modern centuries, a common practice that had been used for very long time with some of efficiency is to hide the information
using chemical reactors of ink materials [1], it was known as invisible inks. Sources for invisible inks include milk, vinegar, fruit
juices and such. Such technique was invented by a German intelligence [2]. That was to hide of the message itself, which is
commonly known as Steganography. The more popular techniques that used to add security levels on the secure messages is
to hide the message contents while the message itself is not hidden.

Another issue that faces all people those are used to send critical messages over transport layer is the failure of communication
medium. When using internet, the internet service provider (ISP) in many cases do not offer a reliable internet service even in
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browsing. This makes the dependency on internet to be very risky. In Jordan, the possibility of keeping the internet connected
for a couple of continuous hours is seems to be impossible. Instead, it disconnects and connects much time a day. So, if the user
depend on the internet ISP only to transfer critical messages that will be a big mistake.

This paper presents a solution to the building monitoring, alarming and remote controlling system. This building could be a
hospital, a hotel, a prison, a bank, etc., which present a very critical problem due to monitoring, alarming and remote controlling
of their appliances. That in order to control them a reliable and secure system is highly needed.

To make hybrid decision-making using hybrid network transport applications. The basic is internet and the backup is mobile
GSM communications. In the case of failure of internet, the cellular mobile communication is capable of sending SMS instead.

Critical message could fall in two categories [3]; the first is secret contents messages which is used by security directorates and
department in the most cases, also, it is being used by the companies and institutes to keep the secret data confidential The
second type is the priority messages which is not really required to be secret, but it is must to reach the destination from the
source.

The first type of messages is hardly required to be secret and confidential. The confidentiality of those messages is much
important than the reliability of the transfer itself. This means that, even though the transfer may face much failure, it should be
at top secrecy level to keep secret and no one can reach its contents.

The control messages is the type of messages that includes automatic commanding of physical system or computer system,
including the messages that contains a type of data that affects the decision making process of the computerized system. This
type of messages are a combination of the two critical messages categories; it is required to be secret to prevent any intrusion
from hacking or affecting the decision making process in any circumstances. In addition, it is top priority to make reliable transfer
that could be in real time in many cases [4].

In this paper, it is aimed to propose high level of secure adaptive algorithm to enable transfer a secret data over internet and short
messages service (sms) of GSM mobile communication. The data is intended to have high security by contributing mathematical
based Cryptographic encryption of the sent message and decryption of the received one. Thus, the message context will be
hidden.

In order to achieve high level real security, this paper considers multi-level of security based on the multi-level data encryption.
The message context will be encoded and encrypted. Moreover, the command that is included inside the message will have a
unique form.

Two transfer mediums are being used in hybrid form, the internet and SMS of the GSM mobile communications, where in the case
of internet failure either due to local internet service provider or due to network traffics, the message could be sent via SMS
directly. Thus, in the success factor will be doubled and the missing rates of the command messages will be significantly
minimized.

The message also will contain a unique header to identify the sender and the purpose of the message. The decision will be made
upon special format of the message contents. Hence, the target application system is domestic home operation and control, so,
the control strategies and interfacing with the home measurements and actuators will be described in this paper too.

Beside this section, related cryptography methods and algorithms will be explained in the second section, in the third section,
the proposed algorithm will be explained, then the experimental results will be discussed in the fourth section, finally a summary
and conclusion of the work will be mentioned in the fifth section.

2. Data Transaction Algorithm

The rise  up of the modern technology increases  the problem of data security and enlarges the problem of hiding the
message data in old methodologies. In fact (  ), the paper messages become rare ( ) in the age of cellular communications
and internet technology. This state’s trigger ( ) the modern computer researchers to keep going on researches in encryption
/ decryption and data security to hide the message contents in effective way in order to achieve a rigid (( ) secure
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message transfer in contrast ( ) with hacking property in addition to the problems of communication media (internet and
cellular phone communications).

The secret messaging in ancient world and modern technologies are categorized to two fields; cryptography and Steganography.
The Greek origin of the Steganography is combined of two words [5] (Steganos) and (Graphei). “Steganos” means covered or
hidden, where the word “Graphei” means writing, so, the Steganography means “Hidden Writing”. From the same concept, the
Cryptography are derived from the Greek origin of two words [6]; (Cryptology) which means secret, and (Graphei), this is
collecting the meaning of “Secret Writing”. Secret writing is the implementation of writing in unknown syntax.

Boukerche et.al, in their work [7], studies the possibility of hiding information in ad-hoc network, by establishing a trust among
mobile nodes and avoid untrusted nodes during the route discovery process. By this way, they aimed to allow only trustworthy
nodes to participate in data transaction.

On the other hand, Huang et al [8], proposed an encrypted data algorithm scheme for wireless sensor networks (WSN), their
method provided security and privacy. Moreover, the duplicate instances of original readings will be aggregated into single
packet. They found solutions for plain-text attacks, ciphertext-only attacks and man-in-the middle attacks. Moreover, they
showed that their method reduces communication overhead.

In their work [9], Tews et al, described two attacks on IEEE 802.11based wireless LANs. The first one is an improved key recovery
attack on WEP, which reduces the average number of packets an attacker has to intercept to recover the secret key. Moreover,
they presented the second one as the first practical attack on WPA secured wireless networks, besides launching a dictionary
attack when a weak pre-shared key (PSK) is used. They analyzed the attacks, in order to understand them to be able to develop
a secure solution to prevent them.

Tewari et al, in their work [10], proposed a new protocol using multifactor authentication system that is both secure and highly
usable. Their method was based on transaction identification code and SMS to enforce extra security level with the traditional
authentication system. Which provided a highly secure environment that is simple and applicable. Their method provided two-
way of authentication.

3. Proposed Model

The importance of controlling the appliances in important facilities like banks, hospitals and such facilities, forced the researchers
to keep searching for solutions to keep controlling them, any time and from anywhere. If the temperature inside a hospital was
increased or decreased, there is a critical problem will happen. The same thing, if a door for a bank department was opened after
the working time, this means that a critical thing was happened there and needs an immediate reaction . Thus, a reliable and
secure monitoring, alarming and remote controlling system is urgently ( ) needed to be applied.

As shown in figure 1, above, the proposed methodology to solve this problem is divided into two categories: The first one is to
solve the problem of security and the second one, is to solve the problem of reliability.

3.1 Reliability Problem
In order to achieve the reliability for the mentioned  system, an active/passive method is proposed. Initially there should be
a server mounted inside the building and connected to the appliances, this server contains a controller, which controls the
appliances, such as increasing or decreasing the air conditions’ temperature, or turning on or off an appliance.

On the other hand, there should be sensors connected on the appliances to send the logs  to the server, which analyze the
logs and send an alarm to the controller to take the suitable  action. However, this server is connected to the outside world
through two channels. The first one is by using an Ethernet card to connect it to the internet, which assumes  that this
server has a public IP address in order to be accessed from the internet. The second one is by using a GSM modem, which
contains a SIM card to allow the server to communicate and be communicated through the GSM network.

The controller is configured with a routing protocol, which initially define the two routes; the internet and the GSM. Moreover,
gives a priority to each one, in a preemptive  way. Such as, when the channel with high priority turns down, or becomes
unavailable, the controller turns the traffic to the other channel, until the first one returns up, then the server returns the traffic
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Figure 1. Reliable and Secure Solution Components

to it. By this way, the server ensures that the traffic always has a path to the outside world to send the alarm and log messages
and receives the controlling instructions.

However, this reliable solution brings another problem, that using the internet and the GSM network is susceptible to hackers,
sniffers and spywares, which turns the attention to look for a secure way for data transaction.

3.2 Security Problem
Security is a major issue for the system under study, as if hackers caught  the instruction and the destination for controlling
the appliances of the building, it would be easy for them to send false instructions or even stop the monitoring system, which
cause a real and dangerous problem. Thus, it is very important when developing a complete solution to the monitoring, alarming
and remote controlling system, to turn the focus on the security issues.

The proposed security algorithm is based on encryption/decryption method. In which the data are hidden before they are
transmitted. The algorithm contains three layers of security to make it more difficult for any attacker to be able  to break it.

The first layer of security is to encrypt the instruction using a new mathematical equation after mapping each character to binary.
This new equation is very complex which turns the binary characters to meaningless numbers; this equation is variable, which
means that for every character the operands of the equation will be changed. Moreover, it uses random variables which seeds
are generated in different way from character to another.

The reverse and the seeds for this equation are stored as a certificate file, which stored only inside the server and the authenticated
 , agents, and not sent with the packet. In this way, no one will be able to reverse the equation  and restore the encrypted

instructions.

The second layer of security is after encrypting the data; each character will have different position in the series, based on a
positioning algorithm, which is known only to the server and the authentic agents. Therefore, the encrypted characters will have
different positions before being sent to the destination.

3-Layer Security

- Enc/Dec Algorithm
- Rearrangement
- Head Removal

ISP Network and
the Internet
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The third layer of security is to remove the head of the packet, which contains the sender and receiver information, in addition
to the type of the packet, this layer, prevents any unauthenticated side from understanding this packet or even knowing its
destination.

By this algorithm, if the attacker was able to break the first layer he/she will not be able to break the second or the third one,
which give more strength to the proposed algorithm and ensure the security in addition to the reliability of this system.

4. Conclusions and Summary

In this work, the monitoring, alarming and remote controlling system was proposed for important facilities such as hospitals,
banks, prisons, etc., which contain important appliances that need to be fully controlled any time and from anywhere; in
addition, they should be always monitored.

To solve this problem, researchers developed several solutions but their solutions lacked the reliability and security. In this
work, a complete solution that solved the reliability and security issues for the problem under study was proposed.

The proposed method was divided into two subsystems: in the first one the reliability problem was solved by connecting this
system to two channels, the internet and the GSM networks, for data transaction. By this way a reliable and available system is
ensured.

The second subsystem, solved the security problem. The proposed security algorithm contains three layers of security: the first
one, is an encryption/decryption algorithm, which encrypt the data before transmitting them.The second one, is the rearrangement

 of the characters. The third one is the removal of the header of the packet before transmitting it. By this three-layer
security algorithm a secure, in addition to a reliable building monitoring, alarming and remote controlling system is ensured.
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